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Assignment Objectives:

• Implement a dataflow analysis in a code framework that is based on the concepts of flow
functions and lattices.

Handin Instructions. Turn in a zip file electronically via Blackboard for Assignment 3. The zip file
should contain the same content as the download, but with your analyses implemented. Running
ant in the hw3 directory should automatically compile and test the analyses, including the new
analysis that you write from scratch.

1 Sign Analysis Implementation

In this assignment, you will implement your sign analysis for the Java programming language
using Soot’s dataflow analysis capabilities. You may choose to use some other dataflow analysis
engine and/or some other language; if you want to do so, contact the instructor to discuss whether
any aspects of the assignment need to be adapted.

In Java, integer variables are separate from variables that hold references, booleans, floating
point values, etc. Your implementation need only track information for variables of type int.
Your analysis only needs to track the sign of local variables. Any use of fields, arrays, method
parameters or results can be considered to have unknown sign.

You should implement your analysis by defining a class to represent your lattice. Your
dataflow analysis will need to define the operations for your lattice, as well as the flow functions.
Don’t forget to ensure that your lattice handles equals() and hashCode() correctly!

In order to drive the flow analysis, use a BodyTransformer that creates a flow analysis for each
method body. After running the flow analysis, identify any variables used as array indexes and
look up the analysis results. Report an error if the index variable’s value is definitely negative,
and report a warning if the index variable’s value is possibly negative.

Your analysis should cover variable copies, integer constants, addition, subtraction, and mul-
tiplication as precisely as possible given your lattice. You are not required to correctly analyze
other operations, though your analysis should not crash.
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We have provided a test case, which you can run with the ant command; passing the test case
is an indication that you are on the right path, though earning credit for the assignment requires
implementing your analysis in a general way so that it will also work correctly with other test
programs.

We reserve the right to run your analysis code on examples other than TestSign.java, looking
both for accuracy of the analysis and its robustness (i.e. it should not throw unexpected exceptions
when run on a larger codebase).
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